Alejandra Ferrer urges islanders to double down on Covid-19 precautions

President calls meeting tomorrow Thursday to coordinate safety response

Consell de Formentera president Alejandra Ferrer has asked island residents to intensify
Covid-19- related precautions. Pointing to the discovery of 11 local cases, Ferrer asserted,
“Now more than ever, we need to be extremely strict about respecting public health measures”.

New Covid infections had progressively fallen since the end of summer, with the island reporting
a five-day stretch of zero cases from 2 December. But the Consell has insisted the island keep
its collective guard up since the crisis began, reiterating that Formentera’s flatlining case count
didn’t mean islanders were free to forget about the pandemic. “At the present moment Covid still
claims hundreds of lives every day and continues its inexorable march across the planet”, said
the president.

Infections have been up since 7 December, coinciding with the long weekend early in the
month. “Yesterday, 15 December, we had 7 active cases”, said Ferrer, “and with the latest
flare-up, we’re at 19, including one newly hospitalised individual and two freshly declared
infections. So I’m issuing a special plea to the island as a whole: now is no time to relax.”

Gathering of security forces
The president has announced an emergency meeting on safety for 1.00pm tomorrow, Thursday
17 December, to coordinate control operations and inspections among security forces like
Formentera Local Police, the Civil Guard and regional emergency response teams. Local police
have additionally prepared a strategy to tighten controls and ensure protocol compliance at
indoor spaces and public areas.

“These are unique circumstances and they run counter to how we normally function as a
collective, particularly with Christmas on the horizon. But remember, more than gathering for the
holidays, what’s important is that we’re all in good health for celebrations still to come. The
public health situation has gotten worse since the long weekend and, if things continue, we’re
not ruling out the option of urgently calling for more restrictive protocol before Christmas.”

Lastly, Ferrer voiced her hope that the islanders infected with Covid-19 —currently at home with
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mild symptoms or asymptomatic— recover quickly, and she asked that those individuals’ close
contacts help curb further spread by respecting preventive measures and quarantine orders.
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